
 

 

Baby Nicholas spent just under one month in 
RPA at birth in 2010, Mark Weir and his son 
Noah, Mark and baby Nicholas today. 

 

 

Getting tough for sick babies 

 
One Sydney resident is putting his heart on the line  
for Royal Prince Alfred Hospital by competing in an Ironman 
triathlon next month. 

Mark Weir, from Panania, will run, swim and cycle  
more than 226 kilometres on May 4 to raise money  
for RPA’s Newborn Intensive Care Unit through the Little 
Wonder organisation, a parent-run fundraising  
and support group.  

Mr Weir, who will swim 3.8 kilometres, cycle 180 kilometres  
and run 42.2 kilometres across a punishing Port Macquarie 
course, knows the toll it takes on families when they have  
an ill or premature newborn. 

“I was able to see the amazing work of the RPA newborn  
care team in keeping babies alive and healthy when my 
neighbour’s son was born critically ill in 2010,” he said. 

“As a father of two, I realised just how important it is  
that we have access to the best medical care.”  

RPA Newborn Care looks after more than 900 sick and 
premature babies each year from across NSW. 

Associate Professor Nick Evans said Little Wonder, 
 comprised of parents who have experienced the RPA  
Newborn Intensive Care journey firsthand, had been invaluable 
to the unit, raising funds to purchase life-saving equipment  
and providing parents with a large support network. 

“The group also renovated part of the hospital, an Expressing 
Room, to create a peaceful place for mothers during what  
can be an emotional time in the unit.” 

Mr Weir has been training for the Port Macquarie Ironman 
series since early last year, fitting fitness sessions in between 
caring for his children Noah and Hayley and working full time. 

All funds raised will directly assist Little Wonder  
in supporting RPA Newborn Care.   

To support Mr Weir visit 
https://www.mycause.com.au/page/littlewonderironmanaustralia2014 

For more information contact Narelle Vakalaros on 0416 213 836.  
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